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Electromers of the benzene dimer radical cation†
Anna Błoch-Mechkour and Thomas Bally*
The well-studied benzene dimer radical cation, which is prototypical for this class of species, has been
reinvestigated computationally. Thereby it turned out that both the s-hemibonded and the half-shifted
sandwich structures of the benzene dimer cation, which had been independently proposed, represent
stationary points on the B2PLYP-D potential energy surfaces. However, these structures belong to distinct
electronic states, both of which are associated with potential surfaces that are very flat with regard to rotation
of the two benzene rings in an opposite sense relative to each other. The surfaces of these two ‘‘electromers’’
of the benzene dimer cation are separated by only 3–4 kcal mol1 and do not intersect along the rotation
coordinate, which represents a rather unique electronic structure situation. When moving on either of the two
surfaces the title complex is an extremely fluxional species, in spite of its being bound by over 20 kcal mol1.

becomes much stronger. The radical cation of the benzene
dimer, Bþ
2 , has also a long history of studies which began with
the groundbreaking work of Badger and Brocklehurst who
proposed for the first time that the strong, broad NIR bands
that had been observed in ionized frozen solutions of benzene
(and other planar p-systems) are due to dimer radical cations.7
They also provided a theoretical framework to explain the occurrence
of these bands, which they termed ‘‘charge resonance (CR) transitions’’, and they discussed for the first time possible structures of
such dimer cations.8 Later, Nishi et al. observed these CR transitions
also upon photoionization in liquid benzene,9 and in gas-phase
photodissociation spectra.10 Also in the gas phase, the dissociation
1
enthalpy of Bþ
2 was determined to be 20.6  1 kcal mol , i.e. it is
11
much higher than that in the neutral benzene dimer.
This due to the fact that p-dimer cations are bound by
substantial covalent forces that may be regarded as resulting
from the interaction of the singly occupied MO of an ionized
molecule with the doubly occupied MO of its neutral counterpart, which leads eventually to a symmetric distribution of the
spin and charge over both moieties. The extent to which this
binding comes to bear in Bþ
2 depends on its geometry, and the
literature records several computational studies which address
this question, studies which have been summarized recently by
Krylov et al.12 (ref. 41–47). Similar structures as that of neutral
B2 were considered and, depending on the method that was
applied, displaced sandwich or T-shaped structures were found
to be the most stable ones. However, in addition to the studies
cited in ref. 12, a structure bound by a weak one-electron
s-bond between two C-atoms (labelled SH in Scheme 1) had been
postulated in a study where the formation of Bþ
2 from ionized
o,o 0 -dibenzene was studied.13
Pieniazek et al. have recently investigated in great detail the
12,14
molecular and electronic structure of Bþ
based on a variant
2 ,
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Introduction
Noncovalent interactions involving aromatic rings are ubiquitous
in chemical and biomolecular systems.1 Thus, the benzene dimer,
B2, has been the subject of numerous experimental and theoretical
investigations, because it serves as a benchmark system to study
the p–p interactions that prevail e.g. between the nucleotide bases
in RNA and DNA, and are responsible for the strong binding of
drug molecules containing planar p-systems by intercalation
between base pairs in DNA.2,3 Most computational studies of the
benzene dimer arrived at the conclusion that its most stable
structures are parallel-displaced sandwich structures such as those
labelled XD and YD in Scheme 1 (where the two benzene rings are
displaced along the x- or the y-coordinate, respectively), and
T-shaped hydrogen bonded ones (TH), whereas the symmetric
sandwich structure, SA, does not represent a minimum on the
potential surface.4 It has been proposed that the symmetric
T-shaped structure is a transition state for the interconversion of
two tilted TH structures,5,6 but as all these structures lie within a
few tenth of a kcal mol1 it is clear that the potential surface of the
neutral benzene dimer, which is bound by a only 2.5–3 kcal mol1,
is extremely flat, i.e. the system is very fluxional.
Once such p-complexes get ionized, covalent interactions
come into play (see below), and these make that the bonding
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Scheme 1

Diﬀerent structures for the benzene dimer.

The B2PLYP method of Grimme,16 supplemented by corrections for
dispersive interactions (-D),17,18 has been designed to judiciously
mix the three above techniques,19 and has given very good results
in diﬀerent benchmark studies, some of which also include dimer
cations of the type that are investigated in the present paper.20 Also,
in a recent study of the indole dimer cation, the B2PLYP method
proved to be the only one which gave results in reasonable accord
with experiment.21
Therefore we chose this method to explore the potential surface
of Bþ
2 , together with the cc-pVDT basis set (in DFT calculations,
going beyond DZ basis sets usually does not improve results
significantly).18 As a check, we repeated the above calculations with
the range-separated dispersion-corrected wB97X-D functional,22
which is also well suited to study dimer cations. Finally, the
stationary points were subjected to single-point calculations by
the orbital-optimized spin-component scaled MP2 method
(OO-SCS-MP2),23 using the resolution of identity (RI) approximation, and by the G4 method.24 Geometry optimizations and
G4 calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 package
of programs,25 while the OO-SCS-MP2 calculations were done
with the ORCA program.26
Another methodological question which needs to be addressed
in such a study is whether corrections for the basis-set superposition error (BSSE) should be made. Using methods proposed by
Dannenberg et al. this can be done, by means of the counterpoise
(CP) correction scheme,27 already at the level of the geometry
optimization,28 or then in single-point calculations at geometries
optimized without CP corrections. After some trials we found that
accounting for CP corrections during geometry optimization
aﬀected only the interring distance,29 but did not change the
nature of stationary points or their relative energies. As CP
corrections made it impossible to maintain any molecular
symmetry in geometry optimizations we decided to forgo their
use in that step. Of course they are needed in predicting correct
(absolute) binding energies of dimer cations, which is however
not the purpose of this work.

of the equation-of-motion coupled cluster method. Within the
C2h subspace they located two minima which correspond to
structures XD and YD and a C2v structure that corresponds to
TH in Scheme 1.14 They noted in particular that in structures XD
and YD charge and spin are evenly distributed over the two
fragments, whereas in the structure TH (which, according to
their calculations, lies ca 6 kcal mol1 higher in energy than the
former ones), ca. 88% of the charge sits on the ‘‘stem’’ and only
12% on the ‘‘top’’ fragment. Consequently, in such TH-type
structures, the charge resonance transition turns into a charge
transfer transition, which occurs at a much lower energy and
with a much lower oscillator strength.
However, in the above studies of the USC group, the s-hemibonded structure which had been found to represent a minimum
energy structure on DFT and CASSCF potential surfaces by
Schroeter et al.13 was not considered, probably because Pieniazek
et al. started from the D6h sandwich structure in which they
gradually displaced the two constituent benzene rings in the
x- and the y-direction, and stopped when they reached the first
potential energy minimum.
This raised the question how this s-hemibonded structure
SH relates to the XD and YD structures found by Pieniazek et al.,
which are also bound by ca. 20 kcal mol1. While investigating
this problem, we discovered that Bþ
2 exists actually in the form
of diﬀerent ‘‘electromers’’,15 i.e. structures which diﬀer in the
nature (and, in this case, the symmetry) of their wavefunction
and cannot be readily interconverted, at least along symmetrypreserving pathways. It is the purpose of the present work to
report on these findings which shed new light on the nature of
this archetypal p-dimer cation.

Methods
To model p-dimer radical cations one should choose a method
that allows to account for correlation eﬀects which prevail over
the intermolecular distances in such complexes (ca. 2.5 Å). Pure
or hybrid DFT methods are very good at modelling short-range
(or local) correlation, whereas the MP2 method accounts much
better for mid-range correlation eﬀects such as they prevail in
van-der-Waals complexes. Finally, it has been found that long-range
dispersion eﬀects are best modelled by classical correction terms.

Results and discussion
The benzene radical cation, B+, is a textbook case of a Jahn–
Teller active system.30 By virtue of the degeneracy of the HOMO
of D6h benzene, B+ distorts spontaneously to two structures of
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D2h symmetry, essentially by elongation or compression,
respectively, of two opposite bonds. The two structures have
different singly occupied MOs (SOMOs) and hence the two
structures represent states of different symmetry (see top of
Scheme 2).
As shown by Pieniazek et al.14 this pattern of distortions
persists in Bþ
2 which therefore also comes in pairs of states
(2B2g and 2B3g, respectively, in D2h symmetry, if the axes are
chosen as in Scheme 2). As the amount of covalent stabilization
of dimer radical cations is expected to be highest for structures
where the SOMOs show optimal overlap, it would seem that
‘‘perfect’’ D2h sandwich structures should represent the most
stable geometries. However, as in neutral B2, all calculations
find that these structures undergo spontaneous distortions by
displacement of the two rings along the x- or the y-axis (if the
z-axis is perpendicular to the rings), which leads, in a first
approximation, to geometries of C2h symmetry.
In the lower half of Scheme 2 we show what happens when
the two benzene rings in the 2B2g and 2B3g states of D2h Bþ
2
shift by ca. half or by the full length (y-direction) or width
(x-direction), respectively, of a benzene ring. Thus one can see
that in the 2B2g state a ‘‘half shift’’ along the y-axis leads to a
situation of good overlap of the two B2g MOs (cf. red dashed
lines), whereas a ‘‘full shift’’ leads to no net bonding (cf. black
dashed lines). A similar situation of good overlap prevails when
the 2B3g state undergoes a ‘‘half shift’’ along the x-axis (except
that in this case a small amount of overlap persists in the fully
shifted structure). Conversely half an x-shift in the 2B2g state
leads to no net overlap, because the bonding and the antibonding contributions cancel, whereas the full-width shift leads
again to similarly good overlap as the half y-shift does. A similar
situation prevails for the y-displacement in the 2B3g state, where
a half shift leads to no net overlap while a full shift leads to
overlap between the centers with the big coeﬃcients (note that
in Scheme 2 the SOMO’s of the dimer cation are shown, which
correspond to the antibonding combination of the benzene
HOMOs).
As shown at the bottom of Scheme 2, these distortions are
expected to lead to four diﬀerent structures (y-shifted in blue,
x-shifted in green boxes) which have pairwise diﬀerent state
symmetries in C2h (red-framed: 2Bg, orange-framed: 2Bu).
To facilitate the discussion, we will henceforth label these
structures A–D as indicated in Scheme 2. Note that in the C2h
structures that result from x- displacement the y-axis turns into
the C2 (i.e. z-) axis, whereas on y-displacement, it is the x-axis
which becomes the z-axis (while the x- and y-axes define the
horizontal symmetry plane). It becomes evident from Scheme 2
that the half- and fully y-displaced structures A and C, as well
as the two x-displaced structures D and B cannot be interconverted along the respective displacement coordinate, because
such an interconversion would imply a crossing from a 2Bg to a
2
Bu state or vice versa, which cannot be accomplished while
maintaining C2h symmetry (the corresponding correlation diagrams and the potential energy curves, which illustrate this, are
shown in the ESI†). Thus, Bþ
2 seems to exist in the form of two
‘‘electromers’’.

On the basis of the qualitative considerations illustrated in
Scheme 2 we examined whether the above structures A–D
represent stationary points on the Bþ
2 potential energy surface,
and, if yes, what type of stationary points those would be.
Thereby we found that, on the B2PLYP-D/cc-pVDZ potential
surface, only structures C and D, which are derived from the B2g
state of the perfect sandwich dimer cation, represent minima,
whereas structures A and B, which arise from the corresponding B3g state, are transition states for the automerization
of D and C, respectively, by rotation of the two benzene rings in
the opposite sense relative to each other, as shown in a
simplified fashion in Scheme 3 for the two cases of the ‘‘fully
shifted’’ and the ‘‘half shifted’’ structures.31
Scheme 3 also illustrates how the SOMOs of the two states
change smoothly and continuously, i.e. without any change of
the nodal properties of the SOMO, along the reaction coordinate. Thus it is not surprising that the pairs of structures which
have the same symmetry in C2h (A and D: Bg, B and C: Bu) lie
within 1–2 kcal mol1, i.e. the potential surface for their
interconversion is extremely flat. This is in contrast to the
interconversions of the Bg and the Bu states, by small displacements of the two rings along the y- (A - C) or the x-axis (B - D),
which involves a complete change of the nodal structure of the
SOMOs. Such transformations usually give rise to much higher
barriers (cf. Fig. S1–S4 in the ESI†).
Thus it seems that the benzene dimer cation can move on two
separate and distinct potential surfaces which do not intersect
within the energies that are required for the automerization of
the two states. It turns out that the two diﬀerent Bþ
2 minima
which have been located independently by two groups12,13 are in
fact both correct structures, but they belong to diﬀerent electronic states, i.e. they can be called ‘‘electromers’’.
At the suggestion of a reviewer, we repeated the above
calculations using a diﬀerent method that is also suitable to
treat dimer cations, i.e. the range-separated wB97X-D functional, augmented by a classical dispersion correction.22 The
results we obtained by this method do not diﬀer significantly
from those we had obtained by B2PLYP-D, except that structure
D is no longer a stationary point in C2h symmetry. A very slight
distortion leads to a C2 transition state, while the connected
minimum lies halfway between structures D and A (the latter
also being a transition state). However all these structures lie
within 0.12 kcal mol1, so the surface is as flat as the B2PLYP-D
one is. Structure B has three imaginary modes in C2h symmetry,
but unfortunately we were unable to find the transition state that
connects the minima C on the wB97X-D surface. The energies of
structures B and C relative to A and D are, however, very similar
to those obtained by B2PLYP-D (see Table 1). The detailed results
of the wB97X-D calculations are given in the ESI.†
Finally, we wanted to assess whether high-level wavefunctionbased methods would confirm the results that were obtained by
the two DFT methods. First we chose the G4 composite method
which eﬀectively accounts for most of the dynamic correlation
energy,32 but we skipped the B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) geometry
reoptimization step that is part of this protocol, because we thought
that the B2PLYP-D method accounts better for the mid- and
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Scheme 2 Jahn–Teller distortion of the benzene radical cation (top), formation of dimer radical cations of D2h symmetry (middle), and their distortion
to structures of C2h symmetry where the two rings are displaced along the y- (blue arrows and fields) or the x axis (green arrows and fields). The framed
structures are those where the highest amount of bonding is expected to prevail (red: 2Bg, orange: 2Bu states).
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Scheme 3

31
Facile interconversion of pairs of Bþ
2 structures by opposite rotation of the two benzene rings relative to each other.
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Table 1 Relative energies in kcal mol1 of the four structures of the
benzene dimer cation according to calculations by diﬀerent methods

Structure

B2PLYP-D/
cc-pVDZ18

wB97X-D/
cc-pVDZ

G4a

OO-SCS-MP2/
cc-pvTZa

D (min)
A (TS)
C (min)
B (TS2)31

(0)
0.05
2.29
3.08

(0)b
0.12
2.54
3.70

0.89
0
4.44
3.90

0.21
0
3.13
4.70

potential surfaces shown in the ESI†), so one is an excited state
of the other. At some point on the x- or y-displacement coordinate,
respectively, between the ‘‘half shifted’’ and the ‘‘full shifted’’
structures, the two states cross at conical intersections below which
the transition states for the interconversion of the two states must
lie. However, at these transition states, the unpaired electron must
be localized on one of the two benzene rings, so the AO-coefficients
of the SOMO on the other ring can go to zero and re-emerge with
opposite signs in the other state. Such a localization is energetically
quite costly and thus the transition states for the interconversion of
the two states lie much higher than the very flat potential surfaces
of either of the two states while they undergo the opposite rotation
of the two benzene rings (cf. Scheme 3). Thus, the benzene
dimer cation can probably even move on the higher-lying of
these two surfaces (the one comprising the ‘‘fully shifted’’
structures C and B), without falling onto the lower-lying one
(comprising the ‘‘half-shifted’’ structures A and D), which is
quite an exceptional situation.

a

Geometries optimized and stationary points characterized by the
B2PLYP-D/cc-pVDZ method. b With this method, the minimum D lies
halfway between D and A, while the structure D itself is a transition
state.

long range correlation eﬀects on the geometry of Bþ
2 than the
B3LYP method, which is part of the G4 protocol, does. At the
suggestion of a reviewer we added the results obtained by
the orbital-optimized MP2 method (see Methods section). In
Table 1 we list the relative energies obtained by the four methods
that we applied to above structures A–D. Note that the thermal
corrections to the enthalpy that are obtained from the B2PLYP-D
frequencies are nearly identical for all four structures. We refrain
from quoting free energy differences because, due to the six lowfrequency vibrations which involve movements of the two rings
in Bþ
2 relative to each other, calculated vibrational entropies are
associated with potentially large errors.
The relative ordering of the four states/structures is not the
same by all four methods, and the G4 and OO-SCS-MP2
energies of the transition states A lie actually below those of
the connected minima D obtained by the DFT methods. However, in view of the extreme flatness of the potential surface that
connects A to D, this is not surprising, and also not really
relevant, in view of the extreme fluxionality of the benzene dimer
cation. G4 also inverts structures C and B but again, this does not
aﬀect the conclusion that the surfaces for the interconversion of the
two Bg states and that for the two Bu states, respectively, are both
very flat, with the latter lying only ca. 3–4 kcal mol1 above the
former.
At the stationary points A–D the Bg and the Bu states are
separated by nearly 1 eV (cf. the correlation diagrams and

Conclusion
We conclude that the benzene dimer cation, like its neutral
homologue, is an extremely fluxional species and that discussing it
in terms of stationary points on the potential energy surface, as it
has usually been done up to now, makes little practical sense.
However, it is conceptually insightful to dissect this potential
surface into regions of diﬀerent state symmetries, as it is done in
Scheme 2 because this allows to demonstrate that the benzene
dimer cation may move on two distinct potential surfaces which,
according to our calculations, are separated by only 3–4 kcal mol1
but that do not intersect while the complexes are moving on these
flat surfaces, because they are associated with states that belong to
different irreducible representations in C2h symmetry (2Bg and 2Bu,
respectively), and whose singly occupied MOs have therefore
different nodal properties. To our best knowledge, this is the first
example of such an electronic structure. To interconvert the two
states requires full localization of the unpaired electron on one of
the two benzene rings, so the AOs of the SOMO on the other ring

5

can change signs. As the charge-resonance transitions of both
states are very similar, time-resolved spectroscopic techniques
would probably be needed to find experimental proof for the
existence of the two close-lying states/surfaces that are predicted by our calculations.
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